User Instructions of Retekess Wireless Transmission System

Transmitter: T130

On-off operation:
- Turn on: Keep pressing the "M" button for 2 seconds to turn on.
- Turn off: Keep pressing the "M" button for 2 seconds to turn off.

The person in charge of the devices needs to know how to set the ID:

1) Why and when need to set the ID?
   1. When there are two or more groups using the devices at the same location, to avoid the interference or interaction between the groups, you need to set different IDs for the devices (including both transmitters and receivers) of different groups.
   2. When you need to add more receivers to a group, and the ID of these added receivers is not the same as that of the devices of the group, you need to set the ID of these added receivers to be the same as that of the group. (The ID of the transmitter and the receivers in a group must be the same.)

2) The ways of ID setting:
   We have two ways to do this: Wireless ID setting and manual ID setting. (We will use wireless ID setting if we have to set the ID for many receivers; And we will use manual ID setting if we have to set the ID for only a few receivers.)

1. Wireless ID setting:
   - The ID setting of transmitter: Turn off the transmitter, insert the microphone, keep pressing the "►∥" button by your right hand, and then press the "M" button for 2 seconds by your left hand to turn on the transmitter, and the right hand leaves the button when you see the ID number is changing. Now you have entered the ID setting mode, you can then click the "►∥" or "∥◄" button to change the ID number, and then click the "M" button to confirm it, now it has entered the wireless transmitting status of ID matching. (Now the ID number is flickering, and it shows the antenna "奶茶" icon and the power status icon). Now we can put the transmitter aside and continue to do the wireless ID setting of the receivers:
   - The wireless ID setting of receivers: Turn off the receiver, insert the earphone, keep pressing the "∥◄" button by your left hand, and then press the "►∥" button for 2 seconds by your right hand to turn on the receiver, and the left hand leaves the button when the ID number shows "00", now the receiver has entered the wireless ID receiving mode, and its ID number will change to the same one as that of the transmitter's. (This step must be done under the condition that the transmitter is at the wireless transmitting status of ID matching: The ID number of the transmitter is flickering)
   After the ID numbers for the transmitter and all the receivers for the same group are set to be the same, turn off all of them, the wireless setting process is finished. When you turn them on again, they can work now.

2. Manual ID setting:
   - The manual ID setting of receivers: Turn off the receiver, keep pressing the "►∥" button by your right hand, and press the "►∥" button for 2 seconds by your
left hand to turn on the receiver, the right hand leaves the button when the ID number is changing, now the receiver has entered the manual ID setting mode, you can click the "HI" button or the "LE" button to change the ID number, and then click the "HI' button to confirm it. Then turn it off, the manual ID setting process is finished.

Receiver: T131

On - off operation:
• Turn on: Keep pressing the "HI" button for 2 seconds to turn on.
• Turn off: Keep pressing the "HI" button for 2 seconds to turn off.

Volume adjustment:
When the display screen shows the searching icon "Q", it means it is searching signal at this moment, the volume can not be adjusted. As soon as the receiver receives the transmitting signal, the display screen will show the signal icon "T", now you can click the "HI" or "LE" button to adjust the volume. The volume has 10 levels from 0 to 9.

Attention:
When the transmitters and receivers are not used for a long time, please charge them once every 3 months, so that the batteries can be protected. (There is lithium battery inside the device, if it was not used or charged for a long time, the battery would be damaged.)

NOTE:
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits of a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:
• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
• Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
• Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected.
• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

The CE marking means: Hereby, Henan Eshow Electronic Commerce Co., Ltd. declares that the radio equipment type FT11 is in compliance with the RED Directive 2014/53/EU and the ROHS Directive 2011/65/EU and the WEEE Directive 2012/19/EU. The full text of the EU declaration of conformity is available at the following Internet address: www.tivdio.com

IC ID
This device complies with Industry Canada license-exempt RSS standard(s). Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) This device may not cause interference, and
(2) This device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation.

Choking Hazard
Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years.

Turn off your radio power in the following conditions:
• Turn off your radio before removing (installing) a battery or accessory or when charging battery.